TESTIMONIALS

What our clients say about the Business Services provided by the Workforce Development & Continuing Studies Center.

- "The Workforce Development department at Kent State Trumbull has consistently gone above and beyond the call of duty in their effort to help support our training needs here at V&M Star. I cannot say enough about how quick they have been to respond to our needs. It's nice to know such a strong resource is available right here in our own community."  Rod Keffer, Workforce Development Specialist, V&M

- "My training needs range from one-on-one specialized topics to group training on varying levels of productivity application topics. Kent Trumbull has always met my expectations through training sessions that are customized in a way that you walk away from each session with real-world experiences that can be applied to your job. I believe the people we serve in the Fairhaven Program benefit from the knowledge our employees receive as they become more efficient at their jobs. I have always sought Kent Trumbull first for my training needs."  Willie Venters, Jr., IT Manager, Trumbull County Board of Developmental Disabilities.

- "Control Transformer, Inc. has relied on Kent State to assist in a variety of training opportunities. The results have had a positive impact on the company's ability to compete in an ever challenging economy".  William J. Martin, President, Control Transformer

- Kent State Trumbull helped us greatly improve how we find, interview, evaluate, and hire qualified employees. As a result, these new employees are more quickly trained and more productive sooner than with previous hires. This boosts our profitability and improves overall morale, making us an even better company!"  Mark Peters, General Manager, Fireline TCON, Inc.

- "The Certified Quality Engineer (CQE) training provided valuable information in preparation for the exam and it can also be applied to real world situations at work."  Michael Valiski, CQE, Quality Manager, Treemen Industries

- "The Workforce Development & Continuing Studies Department at Kent State Trumbull has been an invaluable resource to our business. I credit a large percentage of our new business in the past year to Marie and her team for providing us with the right training at the right time".  Jeff Liber, CEO, Village Quality Solutions

- "The ISO 9001:2008 and Supervisory training programs that you have developed for M-7 Technologies have been a tremendous benefit to our organization and have taken us much closer to our Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award application. I want to express our appreciation for Kent State's help in developing our workforce for 21st century commercial activity."  Michael S. Garvey, President, M-7 Technologies

- "We have developed a great work relationship with Kent Trumbull. Their experience has helped us improve our maintenance training, increasing employee skills and productivity".  David Giancola, Operations Manager, V&M
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